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            Abstract
MEASUREMENTS of equatorial electrojet current by rockets have produced evidence for two current layers. The first electrojet current layer is prominent and appears at a height about 100 km and the second layer is less prominent and appears at heights of 120â€“150 km as shown in Fig. 1. The formation of the first electrojet current layer is fairly well understood whereas the formation of the second electrojet current layer is neither theoretically established nor its height of appearance experimentally ascertained. Zmuda1 assumed a constant conductivity and a parabolic variation with height in the horizontal electric field to explain the magnitude and height of appearance of the second electrojet current layer. But his assumptions are quite unrealistic2. Cahill3 recorded two equally prominent electrojet current layers (Fig. 1) and argued that one of the two electrojet current peaks results from the presence of sporadic E at that height. Whitehead2 considered Cahill's data of 1959 and pointed out the anomaly in interpreting the equal amount of currents in the upper and lower electrojet current layers. In recent flights4, however, it has been found that the first current peak is considerably stronger (Fig. 1) compared with the simultaneous second electrojet current peak. In the present communication we have invoked partial Hall current inhibition to explain the observed characteristics of the electrojet current layers.
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